
Vocab Word Word Type
allow verb
already adverb
amount noun
ancient adjective
appearance noun
arrive verb
avoid verb
beans noun
become, became, become verb
beef noun
besides transition
bitter adjective
blow itself up verb
body noun
bury verb
cacao noun
cage noun
candy noun
cattle noun
century noun
cheese noun
chemical noun
chicken noun
chili peppers noun
choose verb
cold (n) noun
come, came, come verb
contain verb
cost, cost, cost verb
cow noun
criticism noun
criticize verb
critics noun
customer chef noun
dairy (products) adjective
damage verb
dangerous adjective
deadly adjective
decrease verb
deep-ocean adjective



dessert noun
die verb
discover verb
disease noun
drink (n) noun
drink, drank, drunk verb
during transition
earth noun
egg noun
enjoy verb
enough adjective
environment noun
environmental adjective
everyone noun
expensive adjective
extinct adjective
familiar (known) adjective
farm-raised adjective
fast (n) noun
fast (v) verb
fasting (n) noun
feed, fed, fed verb
feel, felt, felt verb
find out, found, found verb
fish noun
fish farming noun
food noun
forbid, forbade, forbidden verb
foreign adjective
fresh adjective
frightened adjective
frozen adjective
fudge noun
fun noun
give, gave, given verb
go away verb
goal (not) noun
grind, ground,ground verb
happen verb
hate verb
headache noun



health noun
hear, heard, heard verb
heat(v) verb
holiday noun
holy adjective
hope verb
hot (caliente) adjective
hot (picante) adjective
however transition
ice cream noun
illness noun
in order to transition
increase verb
indigestion noun
injustice noun
inside preposition
insides (n) noun
instead of transition
just (only) adverb
last (v) verb
later adverb
like + noun verb
love (food) verb
main course noun
make, made, made verb
meal noun
meat noun
meat-eating adjective
method noun
miss verb
mix verb
money noun
need verb
on purpose adverb
once (at one time in the past) adverb
one-third adverb
order (food) verb
overeating noun
person/people noun
pie noun
plant-eating adjective



poison noun
poisonous adjective
political adjective
pollute verb
pour verb
powerful adjective
practice verb
protest verb
puff up verb
put, put, put verb
raise verb
rare adjective
reasons noun
remember verb
remove verb
risk noun
run away verb
safe adjective
salmon noun
sauce noun
say, said, said verb
scary adjective
scientist noun
see, saw, seen verb
shark noun
shortage noun
sick, get sick verb
size noun
small adjective
snack noun
solve verb
spices noun
spiritual adjective
spread, spread, spread verb
stomachache noun
stop (eating) verb
strong (drink) adjective
sugar noun
sundae noun
sunrise noun
sunset noun



supply noun
sweet adjective
sweetened adjective
take back (carry back) verb
taste (v) verb
taste (n) noun
teach, taught, taught verb
think, thought, thought verb
tool noun
touch verb
train (v) verb
travel verb
traveler noun
tree noun
try (food) verb
ugly adjective
unfamiliar (unknown) adjective
unfortunately adverb
unhealthy (healthy) adjective
value (v) verb
wealthy adjective
well known adjective
wild adjective
world noun
worry verb


